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About This Game

Story:
Krystal's home, the Forest, has been burned down by a magic sword sent by a wizard, and it's up to you to help her beat him up!

Explore different worlds!

The Forest

The Beach - "Wet Walkway", "Undersea Ruins"

The Ice Mountain - "Snowy Stride", "Frozen Cave"

The Castle - "The Basement", "The Tower"

Play with different difficulties!

Normal Mode: Charge your attacks up to 2 times, so you can shoot bigger and stronger shots!

Hard Mode: You take double the damage, and cannot charge your attacks.
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Incredibly short but was kind of worth it for what it was. Would honestly suggest this if it ever has a sale price.
I'll give the dev some credit, at least he\/she made it clear this is their first game. I will say this could use a remake should the
dev get better at making games.. I had fun playing this. It's a tad short (I beat it in just 30 minutes), but I felt good playing it
because I wanted to support the dev and the game is pretty darn fun enough as it is. Plus, it reminded me of those old-school
Game Boy Color games, which is always a great thing. Definitely worth checking out if you like furries and old-school games!
<3. A fun, albeit short, game for what it is. The platforming controls well, the music is nice, and there is a certain charm that
comes with the nod to older game mechanics. I'd honestly recommend using a controller with this game.

Definitely worth checking out if you're in the market for a short game.. These are the type of indie projects I want to see more
of on steam , no half baked stuff , all of this game seems to be wholely made by Floofs, it seems it was made GameMaker and
as someone who dabbles in it myself I can say that this is a project that had a good deal of effort put in, it's pretty good and I'd
say get it if you can

-Pro's
Platforming controls well
Music is very happy with a chirpy style
The lives system is more of a nod to older lives system and the challenge of the game is mostly consistent and fair
The game has an overall feel of charm and passion about it that is lovely to play through
-Cons
there is some noticeable sprite misshaps
the difficulty can be a bit to hard at times

. It is a short but sweet game.
It shows alot of potential as a full on series, it just needs to be expanded upon.
More abilities or power ups would be a great edition.
Try it!
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